Cheers to 100 years! School Celebrates UC Davis Centennial

In celebration of the UC Davis Centennial, the School of Education is proud to present this special edition of the Catalyst.

It's an exciting time at UC Davis, and we are grateful for this opportunity to celebrate the accomplishments of the past and to look forward to the School's role in the future of the campus.

With the establishment of the School of Education in 2002, the campus made its intentions clear: UC Davis is serious about tackling the most pressing needs of society and meeting those needs with innovation, commitment and purpose.

In fact, UC Davis has been training teachers (beginning with agriculture education specialists) for more than 90 years. We are proud to build on this tradition and extend the campus's reach into the lives of schools, teachers and students throughout our state and beyond.

Thank you for your support of the School over the last six years. Our alumni, donors and friends are absolutely crucial to our success and to the continued evolution and impact of the campus. I know we can count on your continued enthusiasm and involvement as we embark upon the next 100 years.

- Harold Levine, Dean
Fiddyment Chair in Teacher Education Appointed

Professor Christian Faltis, who will join the School in January 2009, will hold the Dolly and David Fiddyment Chair in Teacher Education.

David and Dolly Fiddyment made an extraordinary gift to the School, establishing the School’s first endowed chair and one of only a handful in the country meant to strengthen teacher education.

“We are so thrilled to have Christian Faltis join our faculty to lead our efforts in providing best practices and the highest quality education to teachers in the state,” said Dean Harold Levine. “Chris is a well-respected scholar who shares our commitment to making a real difference in the lives of teachers and students every day.”

The Fiddyment endowment strengthens the School’s relationships with schools regionally, positions UC Davis as a leader in teacher education, and provides the resources to help shape best practices nationwide.

Faltis, who will also assume the role of director of teacher education, is leaving his position as a professor at Arizona State University, where he served as the director of research and graduate programs. Faltis has devoted his career to the preparation of teachers and researching the teaching practices that most successfully engage and educate English learners.

Sutter Children’s Center Establishes Endowment for Words Take Wing Lecture Series

Children’s Center at Sutter Medical Center, Sacramento, has made a gift of $125,000 to the School to support its children’s literature lecture series, *Words Take Wing: Honoring Diversity in Children’s Literature*.

Sutter’s mission is to enhance the health and well-being of people in the communities it serves. “In *Words Take Wing* and the School of Education at UC Davis, we recognize this same commitment,” said Thomas Gagen, chief executive officer of Sutter Medical Center. “In particular, we share *Words Take Wing*’s dedication to serving children and families who have been underserved and whose voices have been underrepresented.”

“We are so grateful for the support and partnership of the Sutter Children’s Center,” said Joanne Galli-Banducci, faculty chair of the *Words Take Wing* committee and founder of the series. “We are particularly excited to enter our
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Thank You

From the earliest stages of our development as a campus, philanthropy has played an important role in our ability to make a lasting contribution to the things that matter to all of us. We at the School thank our donors and honor their contributions.

Endowed Funds
These generous donors established permanent funds, the income from which supports our programs, faculty and students in perpetuity.

Anonymous
Marcia & Mark Cary to establish the Mark Cary Reflective Learner Award
Dolly & David Fiddyment to establish the Dolly and David Fiddyment Chair in Teacher Education
Nancy & Thomas Patten to establish the Farrer/Patten Award in Teacher Education
Susan Schnitzer to establish the Susan Schnitzer Fellowship in Teacher Education
Children’s Center at Sutter Medical Center, Sacramento, to establish the Words Take Wing Endowment

Corporations, Foundations, and Associations
We value the endorsement of our mission by the following organizations.

Amgen Foundation
Association for Institutional Research
AT&T
BayBio
Big Books By George
The Boyd Family Foundation, Mary Ann Peoples, Trustee
California County Superintendents Educational Services Association
California Retired Teachers Association
Capstone Press
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Children’s Center at Sutter Medical Center, Sacramento
Education Graduate Student Association
ExxonMobil Foundation
Foundation for Child Development
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
William T. Grant Foundation
Evelyn and Walter Haas Jr. Fund
Heinemann Raintree Publishers
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Intel Foundation
James Irvine Foundation
Isabel Foundation
Johnson & Johnson
Walter S. Johnson Foundation
National Council for Community and Education Partnerships
Norwood House Press
Oracle Systems
David & Lucile Packard Foundation
Primary Concepts
Rockefeller Foundation
Sacramento Area Library Organization
Scholastic, Inc
Sierra Health Foundation
UC Davis Children’s Hospital
Union Bank of California Foundation
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation

Shields Society
Shields Society members invest in the future of the School of Education through their estate plans.

Ann Mastergeorge & Harold Levine
Diane & Jon Parro

Catalyst Fund
Generous gifts from members of the School’s Board of Advisors created this fund and challenge others to join with them to invest in new initiatives that will make a difference for students, teachers and communities. Contributions to the Catalyst Fund itself, to the Annual Fund, and to other funds can help meet this challenge.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Through your gifts, you can make a difference in the lives of students, teachers, and communities throughout California and the nation. Please join us in strengthening teaching and learning for all.

For further information about giving to the School of Education to realize your goals for the future of education, please contact Jon Parro at (530) 754-7024 or jparro@ucdavis.edu
Dean’s Council

Dean’s Council members support the School with their gifts of $1,000 or more.

- Mrudula & Mayur Amin
- Anonymous
- Judith Blum
- Mary Ann Peoples, Trustee, The Boyd Family Foundation
- Jan Campbell & The Honorable Davis Campbell
- Marcia & Mark Cary
- Susan Davis & The Honorable J. Rodney Davis
- Beverly & Mitchel Efshoff
- Dolly & David Fiddyment
- Marjorie Solomon Friedman, Ph.D. & Mark Friedman
- Elizabeth Gibson
- Deborah & Dave Gordon
- Ann Mastergeorge, Ph.D. & Harold Levine, Ph.D.
- Roberta & David Murphy
- Diane & Jon Parro
- Nancy & Thomas Patten
- Nancy & James Pollock
- Ann & Craig Pridgen
- Irma Rodriguez & Francisco Rodriguez, Ph.D.
- Susan Schnitzer
- Carol & Hal Sconyers
- Peggy Shannon, M.F.A.
- Tom & Meg Stallard
- Mary Catherine & Thomas Swanson
- Connie & Glen Thomas
- Wendy Vismara & Louis Vismara, M.D.

Faculty & Staff

Financial contributions from current and former School of Education faculty and staff reinforce their commitment to strengthening teaching and learning for all students.

- Jamal Abedi
- Rebecca Ambrose
- Sarah Anderberg
- Steve Athanases
- Rose Bacchini
- Allan Bellman
- Joanne Bookmyer
- Karen Bray
- Cynthia Carter Ching
- Maria Casas
- Lori Dana
- Pam Davis
- Shawn DeArmond
- Sharon Dugdale
- Nancy Erbstein
- Joanne Galli-Banducci
- Barbara Goldman
- Paul Heckman
- Pauline Holmes
- Pamela Hutchison
- Donna Justice
- Anna Kato
- Corinne Kosmitzki
- Michele Leonard-Fortes
- Harold Levine
- Judy MacDonald
- Lee Martin
- Julie Maxwell-Jolly
- MaryAnn Mellor
- Barbara Merino
- Doug Minnis
- Viki Montera
- Renee Newton

Annual Fund

These gifts, received between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2008, were made to the School of Education Fund, the New Teachers Fund, the School of Education Community Fund, and other funds supporting our people and programs. We are grateful to these hundreds of people who have joined with us to strengthen teaching and learning.

- Jamal Abedi, Ph.D.
- Linda & Larry Aceves
- Karen & Edward Adams
- Jean Ainger
- Teresa & Ralph Aldredge
- Leslie Allen
- Marigene Allison
- James Anderson
- Kathleen & Robert Anderson
- Sharon & Bruce Anderson
- Gale & Don Andrews
- Kathryn & Thomas Angle

“I believe that society’s future lies in providing the very best education to our children. And that is accomplished by supporting those who are committed to effective, successful education impacting real world change. The School of Education is truly making a difference. And with our support, the School will be strengthened in this critical work.”

-Susan Davis (’72 credential), pictured here with Dean Harold Levine.
DONOR Honor Roll

Jennifer & David Antonucci
Patrice & Michael Antosik
Anne Aquino
Jody & Stuart Arthur
Judith & Ernest Atkinson
Patricia & David Baer
Judy Baker
Caryn & Gary Ball
Linda Barbour
Anthony Barcellos, Ph.D.
Lois Bartig-Small & Edward Small
Lynda Basinger & Rev. David Basinger
Elizabeth Basker
Linda Becker
Lisa & Roland Bell
Allan Bellman
Lisa Benavides
Sylvia & Dwayne Bertrand
Linda Beterbide-Treece & Boyd Treece
Terese & Randall Blake
Elizabeth & William Blakemore
Carol & H. John Bloomfield
Judith Blum
Kelly Bolton
Carol & Thomas Bone
Karen & Stanley Boone
Ann Borchers
Dolores & Fredrick Boughton
Christopher Bourke
Richard Boyce
Carol Boyd, Ed.D.
Ann & Thomas Bozzo
Dr. Barbara Branch
Muriel Brandt
Jane & Ronald Brant
Laura Brem
Vivian & Patrick Brennand
Shelley & Stephen Bronzan
Deborah & Ronald Brothers
John Brown
Kimberly Brown
Deborah Burns & David Bunn
Candace Buchanan & Steve Corbett
Ruthanne & Brian Buckley
Carol Buechler
Martha Bunce & Craig Hall
Dawn Burcham & Timothy Burcham, Ph.D.
Denise & Leo Burns
Mary Burrows

Elizabeth Busick
Stephanie Byous
Sandra & Casey Calhoun
Jan Campbell & The Honorable Davis Campbell
Robert Castle
Donna & Denys Cazet
Janet Chambers, M.D.
Letitia & Thomas Chan
Lloyd Chan
Cynthia Cheney
Janet Chisholm-Woods & Jerry Woods
Marian & Bruce Chmielewski
Susan Christiansen & Edward Uhlig
Donna Cima
Karen & Gilbert Clark
Kathleen Clark
Diane Dekker Clausen
James & Kathy Clay
Sally & Harry Clement
Noreen & Richard Coburn
Melinda Cole
Barbara & Michael Collins
Rachel Commons
Cheryl Connolly
Diane Cordero De Noriega, Ph.D. & Carlos Noriega
Marilyn & Alfonso Cornejo
Ann & Fred Costello
Theresa & Michael Coyle
Ann & Edwin Craig
Carol Cramer
Martha & Peter Credit
Virginia Crepps-Mitchell & Joseph Mitchell
Carolyn & Matthew Cunningham
Beverly McNeilly & Peter Currier
Mary Dal Porto & Michael Fulks, M.D.
Michele Daily
Colonel Elizabeth Damonte
Dianne & Michael Davis
Judy Booce Davis & R. Michael Davis
Susan Davis & The Honorable J. Rodney Davis
Beverly Dawkins
Lynne & W.S. De Bie
Terri & Todd De Mitchell
Debra De Paula
Emily Dea & Edward Tsan
Shannon & Shawn DeArmond
Denice Decker & James Trumbly
Annette Del Biaggio
Viviana Delgadillo

Christine Demian
Paula Dennery
Roberta & Jack Devine
Penelope Di Gennaro
Barbara Allen-Diaz & David Diaz
Carolyn & Keith Dickau
Kathleen & Paul Doty
Mary & Donald Douglas
Sarah & Duane Dove
Carol Drake Kim
Florence Duchardt
Carolyn & Michael Dufort
Anne & Arthur Dunkley
Doris Dunning
Susan & Jim Eakle
Sandra Ebert
Monica Echaves
Judith Edwards
Martha & Douglas Edwards
Diane Eid
Wade Engelson, Ed.D.
Roy Engoron
Virginia Enrico, Ph.D. & Roy Enrico
Sheila Epler & Stephen Epler, Ed.D.
Nancy Erbstein, Ph.D. & Jonathan London, Ph.D.
Cheryl Erickson
Arlene Eun-Sapsis & David Sapsis
Sharon & Gary Ewbank
Katherine & Christopher Fagundes
Carmia Feldman, Ph.D.
Jane & Douglas Fernandez
Shirley & Gerald Firpo
Christy Fischer
Elizabeth & William Fleisig
Lili & Frederick Floyd
Susan & Roy Frank
Sandra & Kent Frazer
Carol Freeman
Susan & Ken Freiberg
Marjorie Solomon Friedman, Ph.D. & Mark Friedman
Friends of the School of Education
Georgene Fritz & Darrel Champion
Kathryn & Byron Froman
Margaret & Jeryl Fry
Lynne & Paul Fujitani
Lisa & Scott Fuller
Sally Galbraith
Augustine Gallego
Joanne Galli-Banducci, Ph.D. & Michael Banducci
Suzanne & Jay Galloway
Jeanette Ganahl
Carolyn Garcelon, Ed.D. &
Stephen Garcelon, D.D.S.
Catherine & Melvin Garcia
Alison & Robert Gardner
Isabelle & Craig Gass
Patricia Larsen-Gaumer & Dean Gaumer
Job Gekara
Fatima Ghatala & Sultan S. Yusufzai
Elizabeth Gibson
Joyce & Arnoldo Gil-Osorio
Patricia Gilstrom
Susan Goodvin
Deborah & Dave Gordon
Larry Gordon
Kathleen Grace
Antoinette & Albert Graham
Susan Vaage Graham & Arnold Graham
Joan & John Grant
Jennifer & Shelton Gray
Kathleen & Theodore Green
Jeanne & Robert Gregory
Jennifer Grimes, Ph.D. & Daniel Grimes
Shawna & Rick Grinnell
Nicola & Brian Grist
Susan Grossman
Kathleen Grover & Douglas Grover, D.V.M.
Sheila & Thomas Grovhoug
Marsha & John Gusber
Shannon Guerrero, Ph.D. &
Robert Guerrero
Carolyn & Matthew Gulbrandsen
Amanda Gustafson & William Gustafson, Ph.D.
Tami Hackbarth
Rebecca & Donald Hagerty
Beverly Haggerty
Barbara Hale
Helen & Michael Halderman
Janet Hall & Richard Hall, Ph.D.
Katie & Christopher Hall
Nancy Hansen
Donald Hanson
Joan & Gregory Harris
Steven Harris
Barbara & Arthur Harrison
Kimberly & Jay Hart
Doris & Paul Hartenberger
Kerry & Martin Hasa
Denise Hasegawa & Chris Hasegawa, Ph.D.
Heather & David Hauck
Pamela & James Hay
Judith Hayashida
Paula & Richard Heathon
Viki Monteria, Ph.D. & Paul Heckman, Ph.D.
Heidi Hefner
Lisa & Thomas Hegdahl
Alexandria & Ronald Heinzen
Devra & Robert Heming
Carolyn & David Hennings
Nancy Hiestand & Dean Vogel
Karín & Christopher Holmes
Pauline Holmes & John James
Christie Holt
Laura & Patrick Homen
Wendrea How
Victor Huang
Margaret Hudson
Pamela & Donald Hughes
Alayne & Russ Hunt
Pamela & Lon Huntington
Marjorie & Leroy Hutchins
Pamela Hutchison
Suzanne & Robert Hyde
Jan Ikawa
Mary & Michael Inchausti
Shirley & Kermit Irby
Glennie Jackson & John L. Jackson, Ed.D.
Anita & Ralph Jameson
Karl Jeffries
Adrienne & Frederick Jensen
Susan & Brian Jobson
Karen & Gary Johns
Marjorie & Bruce Johnson
Judy & Lowell Johnson
Annette Johnston
Elizabeth & Gerald Jordan
Juditham & George Judd
Donna & Mark Justice
Kristine Kahn-Walley
Charlene & Richard Kalar
Lesley & Robert Kasavann
Brooke & Kurtis Kasner
Anna & Dennis Kato
Harminder Kaur
Audrey Keebler, Ed.D.
Nancy & Earl Kepner
Gaye & Harland Kihorany
Lucille King & Gregory Kruckewitt
Vivian & Thomas Kirckof
Jane & Donald Klotz
Linda & Thomas Knight
Karen Kobey
Corinne Kosmitzki
Patricia & William Kramer
Erika Kroenlein
Caroline Krusi
Sandra La Barre
Velma & Ronald Lagerstrom
Linda L’Ai & Wayne Wurtsbaugh
Barbara Lang & Steven Harnick
Sharon & Walter Langhart
Carolyn & Josh Latkin
Karen & Frank Latora
Minnie & Jack Lawrence
Molly & Lance Lawrence
Betty & David Lee
Mary Legry
Roxanne & David Lemos
Frances Leonard
Michele Leonard-Fortes, Ph.D.
Ann Mastergeorge, Ph.D. & Harold Levine, Ph.D.
Carole & Roysten Lewis
Sharon Lewis & Gary Campbell
Merrie & James Libby
Phaedra & Steven Link
Penelope & Lynn Lockhart
Theresa Long
Cynthia Loo-Garcia & Joe Garcia
Gloria Lopez & Michael Autry
Lucinda & Norman Luengo
Tommie & Jeremy Lukensmeyer
Judith MacDonald & James MacDonald, Ph.D.
Nancy & Charles Mack
Nancy & Deming Maclise
Harry Maddux
Laurel Maestas
Jean & Ashi Malik
Nancy Malin & John Malin, Ph.D.
Thomas Mallory, Ph.D.
Carolyn & Ronald Mansfield
Nina & William Marshall
Michelle & Joseph Martinez
Marla & Paul Mason
Cecilia Massetti, Ed.D.
Charlotte Matlock
Beverley & David Maul
Julie Maxwell-Jolly, Ph.D.
Karen & Christopher May
Mary & Terry McBroom
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Karen McCulloch
Karol McCormac & Richard
McCormac, Ph.D.
Jill & Peter McCormick
Tracey & Randall McCully
Susan & Bryan McGarry
Cynthia & Michael McGuffin
Michael McKibban
Jennifer McKinnon
Carole & Donald McLain
Lucia McSpadden, Ph.D.
Jennifer Cardone & MaryAnn
Mellor
Nina Mendez
Lina & Danny Mendez-Benavidez
Christine Balbas & Rolando
Mendiola, Ed.D.
Barbara Merino, Ph.D. & Robert
Pointdexter
Pamela Metcalf
Nancy Meyers & James Meyers,
Ed.D.
Valerie & Jon Mikkelsen
Anita Williams & Shireen S. Miles
Douglas Minnis, Ph.D.
Linda & Donald Moerdyke
Patricia Morehen
Denise & Richard Morey
Drs. Kay & James Morison
Diane Moritz-Johnston & Donald
Johnston
Lynda & Roy Moran
Susan & Richard Morris
Nancy Mosson & James Mosson,
M.D.
Carolyn Mueller
Roberta & David Murphy
Linda Murray & Richard Murray,
Ph.D.
Ruth Murrill
Ellen & David Neft
Renee & Mark Newton
Kathlene & Toan Nguyen
Patricia & Rodney Nishi
Lynee Nittler
Lois Noda
Carolyn Noyes
Kathleen Nunziati
June & Steven Olsen
Sharon Olsen
Andrea & Robert Olson
Pamela Anne & James Olson
Francie & Henry Oputa
Susan & Daniel O’Reilly
Stephanie Ortega-Kennison & Brad
Kennison
Esteban Ortiz
Betty Graham & Kenneth Osborn
Laura & Ronald Owens
Thomas Parker
Diane & Jon Parro
Lucio Patino
Nancy & Thomas Patten
Leslie and Steven Payne
Richard Peek
Susan Titus & Manuel Penaloza
Lore & Mark Pennington
Dianne & John Pereira
Helen & Edward Pereira
Mary Kate & Arthur Perez
Pat & Owen Petersen
Jeanne Pettigrew
Susan Peyton
Cecilia & Dale Pierce
Bertram Pierroz
Mary & Thomas Pipes
Paula & James Pittilla
Lynn & Rodney Plew
Marie-Louise & Mark Plimley
Linda Powell-McMillan & Greg
McMillan
Ann & Craig Pridgen
Cynthia Raitt-Zwald & Andy
Zwald
Sonja Ramirez
Linda & Steven Rapaport
Charlotte & David Rapport
Lana & Arthur Rasberry
Marianne & Michael Reay
Nancy & Willis Record
Willa Reiff
Karen & John Reis
Nancy Reitz
Margaret & James Relph
Patricia Renn-Gogny
Antonia Rey & Walter Kopp
Kim & Ian Reynolds
Susan & Freddie Rich
Sarah & Barry Richards
Phyllis & Curtis Ridling
Julia Rimne
Lorraine & John Ritchie
Gwyn Robson, Ph.D. & John
Robson
Irma Rodriguez & Francisco
Rodriguez, Ph.D.
Joseph Rosa
Tammi Rose
Kay & Robert Ross
Gaye & Tom Rossi
Robin & Stephen Rotenkolber
Everett Rubel
Nadeen Ruiz, Ph.D.
Joan Rushford & Ronald
Rushford, M.D.
Elizabeth Russell
Donna & Gene Rutan
Alice Ryerson
Claudia & Michael Salewski
Michele Sanchez-Boyce, Ph.D.
& Richard Boyce
Beverly “Babs” Sandeen, Ph.D.
& Marty Swingle
Isolina Sands, Ed.D.
Mary Vixie Sandy & Gary
Sandy
Hugh Santos
Kristen & Robert Santos
Cheryl & Robert Schoffstoll
Carol & Hal Sconyers
Ronald Serviss
Peggy Shannon, M.F.A.

“I hope this fund will help the
School attract people who are
committed to teacher education
and highlight the School’s focus
on bridging research and practice
in K-12,” said Mark Cary (’75
credential), who established an
endowment to support Ph.D.
students planning on becoming
teacher educators.
Judy MacDonald (’92 B.A.), who retired this year after serving as the School’s credential analyst for more than 25 years, is one of more than 40 staff and faculty members who give annually to the School. MacDonald also received the 2006-07 Education Staff Award. This award is funded through a gift made by Corinne Kosmitzki, a former staff member, to recognize exemplary service by a member of the School’s staff.

The honor roll of Annual Fund donors reflects gifts to the School of Education from July 1, 2006 - June 30, 2008. We have made every effort to ensure that we have recognized our donors accurately and, to that end, would appreciate you contacting Jon Parro at (530)754-7024 or jparro@ucdavis.edu with any corrections or questions.

Thank you very much.
In recognition of their outstanding academic achievement, several students from the School of Education have been awarded scholarships for the upcoming academic year. The School is proud of its students’ accomplishments and congratulates them on their success.

**California Retired Teachers Association**

Laura E. Settle Scholar: Sandra Sanchez

The California Retired Teachers Association awards this scholarship in honor of their founding president, Laura E. Settle.

Mabel Outler Scholars: Ryan Anderson, Angela Lowe and Leah Sander

**Boyd Family Foundation**

Boyd Family Foundation Fellow: Kathryn Crawford

The Boyd family has a long history in the Sacramento region and of involvement with UC Davis. They have supported several programs across the campus, including this fellowship for an outstanding student in the teaching credential program.

**Brad Davis – Alpha Gamma Rho Fellowship**

Brad Davis - AGR Fellow: Alex Xanthus

Brad Davis completed both his B.S. and the teaching credential program at UC Davis. His family and his fraternity created this memorial fellowship to honor his life and to recognize the achievements, leadership and service that were his hallmarks.

**Susan Schnitzer Fellowship**

Susan Schnitzer Fellow: Stephanie Leighton

Ms. Schnitzer is a graduate of the teaching credential program at UC Davis. She established this endowed fellowship to recognize the value of teaching and to encourage talented people to pursue teaching as a profession.

**School of Education Alumni Scholarship**

Alumni Scholar: Hilda Millan

The generous contributions of many School of Education alumni make this award possible.

**School of Education Community Fund Awards**

Community Fund Awardees: Karen Hernandez and Stephen Lee

Our faculty and staff reinforce their commitment to making a difference with their gifts to the Community Fund. The Fund supports causes that advance the School of Education’s mission, including these awards.

**Agricultural Education Enhancement Fellowship**

Agricultural Education Enhancement Fellows: Lillian Martinez, Briana Perry, Rebekah Rottenberg, Crystal Thissen and Alex Xanthus.
In the midst of the campus centennial celebration, the Center for Cooperative Research and Extension Services for Schools (CRESS) has its own birthday to mark.

For 20 years, CRESS has been extending the university's reach into classrooms, before- and after-school programs, and communities to make a difference in the education and well-being of students throughout the state.

In the late 1980s, Professor Jon Wagner and his colleagues in education grappled with the question of UC Davis' responsibilities to schools. Their answer: using the university's agricultural extension model to think about how the university could help broker improved practice, research and evaluation in the field.

Just as extension officers work closely with farmers to improve agricultural practices and production, CRESS professionals and School of Education faculty develop and research programs to strengthen teachers' abilities to teach English learners, deepen subject knowledge and skills, and manage classrooms.

Now entering its 20th year, CRESS has hit its stride, focusing on three major areas that work together to tackle challenges at the school and district level for long-term, systemic change: professional development for teachers, community school partnerships, and evaluation and research.

In addition to housing four subject matter projects (focused on professional development in the arts, mathematics, science and writing), CRESS works with a cadre of teacher researchers to empower teachers in the field to look deeply into issues that affect their students' success.

Community school partnerships complement the professional development work by providing a whole array of services focused on youth development, family engagement and health issues that impact students' ability to achieve in and out of the classroom.

CRESS provides evaluation services to ensure that work the university engages in with schools matters and that it delivers on its promises.

All of this work is intended to create a collaborative environment in which the School's research can both influence and be informed by practice in the field. Perhaps the strongest evidence of this model can be seen in the grants that CRESS awards each year to teams made up of university faculty and K-12 educators in the field.

2008-09 CRESS Collaborative Research Projects

Making “Hands-on” Science “Minds-on”

Science: Creating Connections Between Classrooms, Farms and Habitats

Three Sacramento Valley high school science teachers, an environmental education program, and UC Davis researchers will examine how the
integration of formal in-class instruction and hands-on field work contribute to student understanding of ecological concepts and engagement in learning. Revised curriculum will also be produced and disseminated.

*The Development of Pedagogical Content Knowledge Through a Lesson Study Focused on Writing Instruction*

This project involves pre-service and experienced teachers in a lesson study focused on writing instruction and educational equity.

*Stories of Sustainability*

This project examines the sustainability of school-linked services by creating video documentaries of five former Healthy Start grantees who have maintained programs beyond the grant period. This information will inform both future policy development and technical assistance to current Healthy Start grantees and other schools interested in pursuing community school models.

*Teacher Development: Curriculum and Instruction Support*

Researchers will examine whether and how follow-up coaching support for participants in an arts education summer institute strengthens teacher professional community and classroom practice. Lessons learned will be shared with The California Arts Project regional sites and Subject Matter Projects throughout California.

CRESS Writer Holly Ober contributed to this article.

---

**Sutter Endowment from p. 7**

fifth year with new voices to help guide and develop the event."

The event also receives support from the UC Davis Children's Hospital.

On January 28, 2009, the series will feature Francisco X. Alarcón, Chicano poet, children's author and professor at UC Davis, and Maya Christina Gonzalez, a children's book illustrator who has collaborated frequently with Alarcón.


The morning lecture will be held at 10:30 a.m. in Jackson Hall at the Mondavi Center. An evening lecture, followed by a reception and book signing, will begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Studio Theatre at the Mondavi Center. The School of Education will also host a book sale before and after each lecture.

Tickets are available through the Mondavi Center. For information on tickets, visit the Web at mondaviarts.org or phone (866) 754-ARTS. You may also visit the Mondavi Center box office on campus.
Plan Your Legacy

100 years from now, you could still be making a difference in education.

In this year of celebration for the campus, we are all reflecting on the legacy of UC Davis’ impact on education and striving to set even more ambitious goals for the future.

Remembering the School of Education in your estate plans will have a lasting impact on our ability to strengthen research, teacher training and outreach to schools for many, many years to come.

When you make a lasting contribution to the future strength of the School through estate planning, you also become a member of the The Peter J. and Carolee W. Shields Society.

The Shields Society recognizes the thoughtful generosity of those who have made planned gifts — regardless of their size — to UC Davis.

We are pleased to recognize members with a unique Shields Society pin and certificate, as well as an invitation to our annual Shields Society luncheon.

Planned gifts include will and trust provisions, life income gifts such as charitable remainder trusts, gift annuities or pooled income funds, and retirement plan and life insurance beneficiary designations.

Bequests are made by naming the UC Davis Foundation or UC Davis as a beneficiary in your will or living trust. They often serve as the cornerstone of planned giving, and as the first step in creating a philanthropic legacy. A bequest for any amount can be made by anyone, at any age, with a will or trust.

Talk to your attorney about including the School as a beneficiary of your estate. Your legacy gift will affect teachers for generations to come. For more information or specific language for your will or trust, please contact Jon Parro at (530) 754-7024 or jparro@ucdavis.edu.